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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND1

A. WITNESS IDENTIFICATION2

Q. Please state your name and business address.3

A. Sharon B. Grove, Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas Company (“Nicor 4

Gas” or the “Company”), 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, Illinois 60563.5

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed?6

A. I am employed by Nicor Gas as its General Manager of Customer Care.7

B. BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE8

Q. What are your duties in your position with Nicor Gas?9

A. The Company’s Customer Care business unit includes customer service functions.  As 10

General Manager, I am responsible for the billing, customer relations, 11

commercial/industrial business customer support and the gas transportation customer 12

service group.  In addition, I coordinate the management of processes; projects and 13

policies for the customer care organization.14

Q. What is your professional background?15

A. Prior to joining Nicor Gas, I worked for Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) 16

from 1981 to 2005 in various positions.  These included, among others, Regulatory, 17

Customer Service, Accounting and Customer Choice.  I started working at Nicor Gas in 18

2007. 19
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Q. What is your educational background?20

A. I hold a Bachelor’s degree in Business and Economics from Lehigh University, 21

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania.  Additionally, I hold a Master of Business Administration 22

Degree from Northwestern University, Kellogg School of Management, Evanston, 23

Illinois.24

Q. Have you ever testified before the Illinois Commerce Commission?25

A. Yes.  I have testified for ComEd in the Meter Unbundling proceeding, Docket No. 99-26

001327

II. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS28

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony in this proceeding?29

A. My testimony addresses certain aspects of the Illinois Commerce Commission 30

(“Commission”) Staff’s proposed changes to Part 280.  Specifically, I address those 31

portions of the joint direct testimony of Staff witnesses Jim Agnew and Joan Howard 32

discussing refunds, medical payment arrangements and complaint processes.  In addition, 33

I address the costs that Nicor Gas estimates it will incur to modify its information 34

technology (“IT”) and business process systems in order to implement the proposed 35

changes to Part 280.  Finally, I address the need to provide Nicor Gas with sufficient time 36

to make the necessary changes to its IT systems and business processes once the final 37

rule changes obtain all Commission and legislative approvals. 38

Q. Please summarize your direct testimony.39

A. My testimony addresses Staff’s proposed changes to Section 280.110 - Refunds and 40

Credits, Section 280.160 - Medical Payment Arrangements (“MPAs”) and 280.220 -41
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Utility Complaint Process.  I identify certain problems with Staff’s proposals for these 42

Sections and suggest changes that reflect Nicor Gas’ actual operating experience.  My 43

testimony also provides an estimate of the costs that Nicor Gas will incur in order to 44

make the IT systems and business process changes necessary to implement Staff’s 45

proposed rule changes.  In particular, the Company estimates that it will need to spend 46

$7 million to modify its IT systems.  In addition, Nicor Gas estimates that Staff’s 47

proposed rule changes will increase annual operating expenses by $4 million.  Finally, 48

my testimony concludes that it will take a minimum of 18-24 months to make the IT 49

systems and business process changes necessitated by Staff’s proposed modifications to 50

Part 280.  Accordingly, I propose that the effective date for a new Part 280 be at least 51

24 months after the rule receives all necessary Commission and legislative approvals.52

A. ITEMIZED ATTACHMENTS53

Q. Are there any exhibits to your testimony?54

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas Exhibit 2.1 provides an example of a customer payment timeline, based 55

on Staff’s proposed Part 280 modifications.56

III. COMMENTS57

A. SECTION 280.110 - REFUNDS AND CREDITS58

Q. Does Nicor Gas currently pay interest on customer refunds and credits?59

A. Yes.60

Q. What interest rate does Nicor Gas use today to calculate interest on refunds and 61

credits?62
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A. Nicor Gas currently uses the Commission-approved interest rate, as stated in the 63

Company’s terms and conditions.  This rate is based on a 13-week Treasury bill rate.64

Q. What is Nicor Gas’ concern with Staff’s proposed amendment to this section?65

A. The Company is concerned specifically with Section 280.110(d) - Interest on Refunds 66

and Credits.  This subsection refers to a customer deposit interest rate, and conflicts with 67

the Company’s current Commission-approved terms and conditions.  In addition, the 68

proposed rule states that “interest shall accrue over the full time period during which the 69

overpayment occurred.” 70

Nicor Gas currently does pay interest on credit balances.  However, there is no 71

mechanism in place to create credits retroactively.  Therefore, in a cancel and rebill 72

situation, the credit does not exist until the transaction is completed in the billing system.  73

The Commission should continue to allow Nicor Gas to use the approved terms and 74

conditions interest rate now in place for refunds and credits.  The Commission also 75

should continue to allow Nicor Gas to pay interest on customer credit balances in the 76

same manner as today. 77

B. SECTION 280.160 - MEDICAL PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS (“MPAS”)78

Q. What is the Company’s assessment of Staff’s proposed new language for MPAs?79

A. Staff’s proposal provides in Section 280.160(i) that:80

New certification of previously certified accounts:  Accounts that 81
received a prior valid medical certificate shall be eligible for new 82
certification any time after either:  (1) the total account balance has 83
been brought current; or (2) 12 months from the beginning date of 84
the prior certification has passed.85
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(emphasis added).  By providing that a customer is eligible for an MPA by meeting just 86

one of the two conditions, Staff’s proposed language has created the last link for a 87

customer to become a perpetual non-paying customer.  Coupled with other limitations on 88

when the Company can disconnect customers for nonpayment, Staff’s proposal would 89

provide customers with the opportunity to further game the system in an effort to avoid 90

paying their bill.  In fact, Staff’s proposal could allow customers to permanently avoid 91

paying their gas bill.  I provide an example of how this can occur in attached Nicor Gas 92

Ex. 2.1.  93

Q. What is Nicor Gas’ proposed solution?94

A. The Company proposes the following modifications to Staff’s proposed Section 95

280.160(i):96

New certification of previously certified accounts:  Accounts that received 97
a prior valid medical certificate shall be eligible for new certification any 98
time after either:  (1) the total account balance has been brought current; 99
or and (2) 12 months from the beginning date of the prior certification has 100
passed.101

This modification will ensure that a customer is current on his bill before 102

receiving a second medical certificate, and limit the opportunities for 103

unscrupulous customers to game the process to avoid paying their bills.104

C. SECTION 280.220 - UTILITY COMPLAINT PROCESS105

Q. How does Nicor Gas currently process customer complaints in its call center?106

A. Customers have a variety of ways to contact the Company with a concern.  They can 107

email us, write us, or call us.  When a customer is not satisfied with the information given 108

by one of the Company’s customer service representatives, the customer service 109

representative will, if asked, escalate the concern to a senior customer service 110
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representative.  If the customer still has concerns, the senior customer service 111

representatives will escalate the issue to a supervisor. 112

Q. How effective is this process?113

A. Judging by the percentage of complaints that ultimately reach the Commission, the 114

Company does very good job in addressing customer complaints.  Only .001% of the 115

Company’s customers call the Commission for additional assistance to resolve a 116

complaint.117

Q. If the Company already has this process in place, what is Nicor Gas’ concern with 118

Staff’s proposed Section 280.220?  Staff Ex. 1.0, Att. A, pp. 57-59.119

A. Staff’s proposed language for Section 280.220(i)(1) is a solution seeking a problem.  As 120

noted above, only a very small number of customer complaints escalate to the point 121

where the customer calls the Commission.  Staff’s proposed Section 280.220(i) discusses 122

appeals to a utility supervisor.  In particular, Section 280.220(i)(1) provides:123

The utility personnel answering a customer complaint shall, upon 124
the customer’s non-acceptance of the resolution, advise the 125
customer of the right to escalate the complaint to supervisory 126
personnel for further review and response.127

(emphasis added).  It is the Company’s position that the highlighted language would, in 128

effect, undermine the ability of the Company’s customer service representatives to 129

manage the customer concern, particularly when the customer is complaining about a 130

Company policy that is established specifically to adhere to current or future Part 280 131

guidelines.  In my opinion, this likely would double the number of customers seeking an 132

escalation of the matter, and, ultimately, further frustrate the customer when they receive 133
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the same answer from a supervisor.  Because of this frustration, customers may more 134

often escalate their questions to the Commission.135

Staff’s proposal likely will require the Company to incur additional expense to have the 136

necessary “supervisory” personnel available to identify and address a greater volume of 137

requests to speak to a supervisor.  I would note that Staff does not provide any 138

explanation to support the need for this additional language.  Nor does Staff identify an 139

existing problem that is solved by its proposed language.  Given the success of Nicor 140

Gas’ current system to address customer complaints, it would be unreasonable to require 141

the Company to incur the expense to revise its processes and systems, as well as increase 142

staffing, to meet Staff’s proposal. 143

D. ESTIMATED COST TO IMPLEMENT STAFF’S PROPOSED CHANGES144

Q. Has Nicor Gas attempted to estimate the cost of making the necessary IT and 145

business process changes to implement Staff’s proposed changes to Part 280?  If so, 146

please identify the amount.147

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas has examined Staff’s proposed changes and evaluated what IT and 148

business process changes that would be required to implement Staff’s proposal.  While 149

my testimony, and that of Nicor Gas witness David Lukowicz, detail the Company’s 150

objections to certain Staff proposals, these are not the only proposals that would require 151

changes to Nicor Gas’ systems and procedures.  There are numerous Staff proposed 152

changes to Part 280 with which the Company agrees.  In total, if all of Staff’s proposed 153

changes are adopted, it will require 71 separate IT changes and 56 business process 154

changes.  Making all of Staff’s proposed changes, the Company has estimated that it will 155

require $7 million to deploy the necessary IT systems modifications.  Meanwhile, Nicor 156
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Gas estimates that it will incur an additional $4 million in annual operating expenses.  157

Ultimately, Nicor Gas’ customers will bear the cost of any Commission-required rule 158

changes.  Thus, Nicor Gas presents this information so that the Commission can fully 159

understand the financial impact of such rule changes.160

E. TIME NECESSARY TO MAKE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND 161
BUSINESS PROCESS CHANGES TO IMPLEMENT PROPOSED 162
CHANGES163

Q. If the Commission adopts Staff’s proposed rule changes, will the Company be in a 164

position to implement the rule changes on the day the rule goes into effect?165

A. No.  Staff’s proposed rule changes will have a substantial impact on the way the 166

Company interacts with customers and other interested parties.  While, the Company 167

takes issue with only a limited number of Staff proposals, the fact remains that all of the 168

proposed modifications will require the Company to modify its existing IT and business 169

processes.  One example of the work needed to make the necessary IT changes relates to 170

implementing the proposed rule changes for low-income customers.  While Nicor Gas 171

supports this rule change, it will require substantial work in order to modify IT systems 172

and business processes to comply with the proposal.  Being an entirely new requirement, 173

Nicor Gas would engage in conceptual design, coding, testing and incorporating these 174

changes into the Company’s existing systems.  This is no small undertaking.  Moreover, 175

the Company must be sure these changes do not disrupt other related systems.  Further, 176

Nicor Gas also would need to develop the appropriate business processes to 177

communicate, both internally and externally, the rule change and how it will be applied to 178

customers.  Again, this discussion addresses just one of 71 IT changes needed to comply 179

with Staff’s proposals.180
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At this time, the Company estimates that it will take approximately 18-24 months to 181

make all of the IT and process changes necessary.  Of course, it would be neither prudent 182

nor reasonable for the Company to invest the time and resources to modify its systems 183

and processes based upon proposals.  Rather, such changes should take place only after 184

the appropriate Commission and legislative approvals have been obtained.  Otherwise, 185

Nicor Gas and its ratepayers may incur unnecessary costs to modify existing systems and 186

processes.  Accordingly, Nicor Gas recommends that the amended Part 280 become 187

effective 24 months after the new rule receives all of the necessary approvals.188

IV. CONCLUSION189

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony?190

A. Yes.191


